
Stink's Bedroom and Judy's Bedroom. 

(STINK and SOPHIE are playing in STINK's bedroom)
            
                                                      STINK (to SOPHIE)
I can't wait for Judy to smell these puppies! She'll be convinced that I'm
going to win the contest tomorrow. 

                                                            SOPHIE 
I wish I could get my sneakers to smell this bad so I can win the contest. 

                        (JUDY enters and stands at the doorway to STINK's bedroom.) 
                                                           
                                                            JUDY
P.U!! Did you take a bath in the toilet or something?
                                                            
                                                            STINK 
Or something. 
  
                                                            JUDY (with exaggerated seriousness)  
I hate to tell you this...but you have a UFO in your room!

                                                            STINK (fooled for a second. He and SOPHIE 
                      look all around and at the ceiling.) 
I do?

                                                            JUDY  
An Unidentified Flying Odor. I can smell it from my room. It's your sneakers!
You have to get them out of here! Now! 
                     (STINK places his sneakers on the table in the hallway) 

Super-Stinky Sneakers
JUDY MOODY & STINK
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  What are you doing? That's even closer to my room! 
                  (STINK whispers something in SOPHIE'S ear. SOPHIE grabs a sign 
                  that reads "BEWARE! HALL OF FUMES" and hands it to STINK. STINK 
                  posts the sign on the hallway table.) 
        
                  (JUDY pinches her nose.)
Not funny! Please put them outside.  

                                                           STINK
What's wrong with you?
                  (STINK exits first and SOPHIE makes a face at JUDY before
exiting)

                                                            JUDY (to audience)
Yecchhh!! That smell! How can I think of a way to get famous if I can't
concentrate?
                  (JUDY has an idea!)
Now...where was that can of spray powder? 
                  (JUDY gets the can and starts spraying the sneakers with her   
                 spray can. She starts off timidly but, as she continues, she gets 
                 excited.)

                (STINK and SOPHIE come running back in.)
                   
                                                            STINK 
NO!! What are you doing? 

                                                           JUDY 
                (Stops spraying when she sees STINK & SOPHIE) 
               (Calmly and with phony innocence)
It's OK. The powder will help. It'll soak up the smell and they won't stink so
bad.

                                                            STINK (shocked)
You don't get it! I was stinking them up for the Super-Stinky Sneaker
Contest. It's tomorrow! 
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                                                             JUDY
Uh-oh. 

                                                            STINK 
How could you forget that?

                                                            JUDY (to very convincingly) 
Oops?

                                                            STINK (doesn't know what to do )
This is an emergency! A super-stinky emergency! 

                                                           SOPHIE
Double uh-oh. 

                                                            STINK 
I'm going to get Dad!

                                                            JUDY 
He's all the way downstairs in the basement.  

                                                            SOPHIE
No good. 

                                                            JUDY
Look, Stink. All the powder in the world couldn't make these puppies smell
good again. I mean, they still make me almost want to barf!  

                                                            STINK (getting angrier by the minute) 
Almost isn't good enough to win. They have to be a triple-quadruple barf
factor. 

                                                            SOPHIE 
Barf factor??
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                                                            JUDY
Well, that's just disgusting. Sophie, can you help me out here?

                                                           SOPHIE
First of all, it's Sophie of the Elves and... 

                                                           JUDY (Frustrated. Interrupting SOPHIE.)
Ugh! Forget it!
                        (JUDY has an idea). 
I know! Let's just smell them up some more with vinegar and pickle juice. 
 We could throw them in the garbage... 

                                                            STINK (Interrupting)
That would be breaking the rules. The rules say that you have to stink them
up by wearing them.  

                                                            JUDY 
What do the rules say about having the most annoying little brother ever?
            
                                                            STINK
The rules say you better run!!

                                                            SOPHIE 
Run, Judy! Run!

                           (STINK starts to chase JUDY off stage. SOPHIE dodges both of  
                        them so she doesn't get run over. JUDY exits running. SOPHIE 
                        runs after her. STINK stays on stage looking very angry
before
                        chasing after JUDY.)
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